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Golden Bear
Carol Hemmerly

diamond
The Eskildsen family
blaize and Autumn 

O’brien

Platinum
royer family
rebecca and mike 

moody
The Sullivan family

The Sharp family
lisa and Geoff Young
The bridgeport family
The mohr family
barbara and David 

brandt

Gold

Silver
Jody Casella

Bronze
pat papagna

About our donors
Donation levels indicate the gift 

category of the donation:  
Golden bear: $300+,  
Diamond: $200,  
platinum: $100,  
Gold: $50,  
Silver: $25,  
bronze: $10. 

Golden bear, Diamond and 
platinum contributions are 
listed in all remaining issues 
for that school year. Other 
donations are listed in the 
issue following the donation.

donAte to ArlingtoniAn
We accept donations throughout 

the school year. To find out 
more, go to: 
www.arlingtonian.com/donate

Junior class 
officers begin 
preparations 
for prom night
ua prom 2015: night on the town
daTe: april 25, 2015
locaTion: columbus convention 

center, battelle hall south
Time: est. 7 p.m. - 11 p.m.
Who: seniors, juniors, and their guests
TickeTS: dinner & dance tickets are 

estimated to go on sale april 13, 
both in school and online

price: est. $60 per ticket

courtesy jansun/free images

Students dance at prom. UA Prom 2015 is April 25.
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UA prom 2015 promises 
to be memorable. 
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6 Spring Fever
Post-winter possibilities lure students 
away from their studies in favor of warm 
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8 Maintain Focus
Six tips can help students maintain their 
grades despite the distractions of spring.
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preview
sports

by kelly chian, ‘16

BoyS TENNIS
Senior Brian Lee
how has the team been preparing?

we’ve all been doing individual and group 
lessons so we could constantly improve 
against players that were at the same level. 
how will this season be different from 
the past?

in the past seasons, we’ve many times 
been the clear cut favorite to win the 
state title but this year many people say 
we won’t be able to repeat our success 
which i think will drive us to work harder 
to prove people wrong and show that we 
belong in the state title conversation.
What are your goals for the season?

i’m confident in saying that for now our 
goal is to make the state final four because 
from there anything can happen so 
ultimately first we have to get there!

GIrlS CrEw
Senior Marissa Donadio
What are your team’s biggest 
obstacles?

i think our biggest obstacle is going to be 
injuries.  we have quite a few girls who 
are injured or are still recovering from 
injuries so we hope that they will be 
healthy for the season.
What potential do you see in this 
team?

i see a lot of potential with this team.  we 
have a strong group of younger girls who 
are really improving as well as a good 
group of really experienced girls leading 
the team.
What are your goals for this season?

we want to win midwest’s and qualify as 
many boats as possible to nationals.  we 
also want to beat lasts year’s placement of 
sixth at nationals.

Seniors Genevieve Johanni (left) and Caroline Bair fix up one of the boats before instructing novice crew members 
on how the boats work. Crew’s first practice back on the water was March 16.

Senior John Roberts throws up his tennis ball in an effort to serve to opponent Drew Farber. The boys varsity tennis 
team has won 30 state championships already, and it is looking to win another championship‑ this year. 

photo by dan casey

photo by dan casey

The next season of sports 
springs into action
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Upcoming Home Games
april 2:  7 p.m.  boys varsity volleyball vs. dublin jerome
april 4:   boys and girls varsity crew regatta
april 6:  5:15 p.m. girls varsity softball vs. thomas worthington
april 7:  4 p.m.  boys varsity tennis vs. thomas worthington
april 7:  7 p.m.  boys and girls varsity track vs. thomas worthington
april 9:  7 p.m.  girls varsity lacrosse vs. olentangy liberty
april 22:  7 p.m.  boys varsity lacrosse vs. worthington kilbourne

GIrlS lACroSSE
Senior Molly Plasket
What do you see as the major 
strengths of this team?

our team is strongest defensively. our 
starting defenders have been working 
together for a while, share great chemistry, 
and have fantastic leaders.  
how is this team different from the 
last?

this year, our leaders understand the 
importance of practicing hard, staying 
focused, and working to make everyone 
on the field better each day. 
What are you most excited for?

i am most excited to spend the time with 
my teammates. i feel blessed to be a part 
of such an extraordinary group of people, 
coaches included.

BoyS BASEBAll
Senior Spencer Pinnick
how has your team been preparing 
for the season?

we have been preparing by practicing 
every day.  with the weather being so 
nice recently, we  have been able to get 
outside,whether that is on the turf or the 
field. being able to get outside is allowing us 
to get the live reps that we need.
What are your expectations for the 
upcoming season?

i have very high expectations for this 
season. we lost 10 seniors last year so 
our starting lineup is returning only three 
starters, but i feel the new players are 
filling their roles well and will allow us to 
reach our goals, which include districts and 
everyone’s goal is winning the final game at 
huntington. 

Junior Shade Seffens throws the ball towards one of his teammates during their practice indoors. The varsity baseball 
team’s next game is against Thomas Worthington on April 6 at 5 pm.

Senior Molly Plasket attempts to catch a ball during practice. The varsity girls lacrosse team’s next home game is April 9.

photo by megan wheeler

photo by dan casey



Plans to study can virtually melt in the sun once spring arrives and warmer temperatures lure students outside. A variety of distractions can make it difficult for students to focus on 
their school work, including daydreams about summer break and excitement for graduation in June.

by mcdaniel hartranft, ’17 
and cole pirwitz, ’16

photo illustration by emma ballou

Students and staff 
struggle to focus on 
academics when 
warmer temps 
arrive

as spring arrives, nature begins to 
thaw out from its deep freeze. For 
junior Connor Racey, this gives him 

the opportunity to finally free himself from 
being cooped up inside during the winter. 

Racey takes each challenge head on, 
in school and with his other various 
activities. He enjoys the daily challenge 
of balancing school, friends and athletics. 
Being inside most of winter helped Racey 
stay focused in his studies and other 
duties. But as spring rolls around, the 
warming temperatures pose a distraction 
for him to finish the school year, balancing 
his academics and social life strong. 

And Racey is not alone. With students’ 
educational futures at stake, the sense of 
spring fever can be overwhelming. 

After record low temperatures and 
heavy snowfalls across central Ohio, 
the cold winter of 2015 is finally over, 
ushering in the arrival of spring and 
the final quarter of the school year. 
Though it is a welcoming sight, for 

those who struggle to focus on their 
studies and other school-related 
activities, spring poses a variety of 
weather-induced distractions. 

After students had to battle freezing 
cold temperatures and heavy snowfall, 
spring has come as a relief to many 
students, including Racey. He is excited to 
get back outside. 

“Me and my friends have been cooped 
up all winter,” Racey said. “Hopefully we 
can play some basketball and football here 
and there.” 

For junior Kortney Eisenman, she’s 
just happy there is no snow on the 
ground. Eisenman, a three-year varsity 
starter on the girls basketball team, 
can now work on her basketball game 
outside without being stuck in a gym. 

Outdoor 
Activities 

got
spring

fever?

Students can also enjoy the fresh air 
in other ways, including walking, biking, 
reading outside or even just relaxing by 

1 Big Picture: what has been 
working to achieve all year, if it’s in 
classes, tests, or anything else. focus 

on the overall goals that were set out to 
be achieved.

2 Shady Study: to get the best of 
the outdoors and to stay focused, 
study under a tree to get that 

breath of fresh air while not falling behind.  

3 Healthy Habits: eating right 
and getting enough sleep are always 
good, and will keep you focused and 

full of energy. habits like these can help 
in all aspects, while being a healthier in 
everyday life.

sources: the night owl blog, mind focus generation
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birds are chirping and the sun is calling 
your name, so you have to answer.”

After a large case of cabin fever this 
winter, teens have more of a desire to 
go outside and indulge in the spring 
sun. The longer days of spring also 
impact Moody’s desire to get outside. 

“With longer days you keep putting 
off homework until later—but later 
never comes,” she said

 In addition to the longer days, 
the lure of summer being just around 
the corner proves to be a significant 
distraction for junior Marleigh 
McGuire. 

“The warmer weather reminds me of 
summer, so when it appears, my mind 
automatically is lazy and in summer 
mode,” McGuire said. 

Moody said overcoming these 
distractions and balancing her wants 

and needs is 
important. 

“I think 
it ’s good 
to set goals 
and tell 
yourself that 
after you 
complete an 

assignment that you will go outside for 
a little bit,” she said. “Sometimes I  
am more motivated by the warm 
weather; it ’s not always a negative. Just 
doing homework with the window 
open helps. 

“The hardest thing is always 
wanting to put off homework and 
studying in order to do stuff outside,” 
Moody continued 

As the school year winds down, the 
always daunting Advanced Placement 
and International Baccalaureate testing 
begins. For many students, their classes 
have been preparing them for these 
assessments throughout the school year, 
and it is a chance for these students to 
show what they have learned. 

Despite this, the pressure of these 
spring assessments—usually to gain 
some type of college credit or a higher 
achievement score—can make it 

soaking up the warm weather.
The City of Upper Arlington has a 

lot to offer in these warmer months. 
Activities range from the Easter egg hunt 
for younger kids to the annual Spring 
Fling event sponsored by the UA Parks 
and Recreation. The opening of the 
public pools are also a much anticipated 
event, teasing students with the 
knowledge that summer is almost here. 

Venturing into spring—finally being 
able to call the below zero tempera-
tures, freezing rain and snow a thing of 
the past—doesn’t mean school efforts 
must also come to an end. Despite hav-
ing to finish one quarter of the school 
year, the 
sun and 
warming 
tempera-
tures tend 
to cause 
students to 
get into the 
mind-set 
of summer. Junior Claire Moody said 
nature’s spring awakening makes it dif-
ficult for her to focus on school work.

 “There are so many things you 
would rather do, so it ’s hard to focus on 
homework,” she said. “For example the 

Do you struggle to 
focus on school work 
once spring arrives?

“No, not really. 
for me spring isn’t 
a hard transition 
because it’s usually 
still cold and doesn’t 
seem like summer.” 

Freshman Molly O’Connor 

“Yeah, it’s definitely 
hard to work on 
school work when 
it’s getting close to 
spring time, because 
it’s also getting close 
to summer and we’ve 
been working all year.”

Sophomore Mary Tzagournis 

Senior Livvy Royse 

compiled by mcdaniel hartranft

“I definitely struggle 
to focus as i count 
down the days until i 
leave for florida.”

Junior Grace Brethel

Warm Temps

‘‘me and my friends 
have been cooped up 

all winter ... Hopefully we 
can play some basketball and 
football here and there.”

Junior Connor Racey

“I definitely agree. 
The warm weather 
combined with the 
fact that i already 
know that i’m going 
to college makes it 
harder to focus.” 4 Keep moving: exercise before 

studying to keep you refreshed 
getting a jog in or working out will 

keep the mind and body fresh and healthy

5 Budget Time: make sure it is 
known what to do when, to avoid 
missing something important. this 

will help keep you on top of what is 
needed to be done, when it needs to be 
done. 

6 Prioritize: know what’s 
important, and what is needed 
to be done and what can wait. 

try this to avoid the feeling of being 
overwhelmed.  

Six tips for maintaining focus 
in the midst of distractions 

“As spring rolls 
around, I find it hard 
to concentrate since 
we’re stuck at school 
all day and we get 
the start of warm 
weather... i feel like 
everyone wants to be 
outside.”

Freshman Tommy Switzer

tips compiled by cole pirwitz
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‘‘most of my time will 
be spent on the Ap 

test, as it is geared more 
towards college.”

Junior Connor Racey
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“Shifting my focus away from other 
hard classes, like Personal Finance and 

Environmen-
tal Science, 
is hard,” he 
said, “but 
when the 
time comes, 
I [will] need 
to focus on 
AP Euro.”

Eisenman 
also said she would try to cram for 
her May tests, completely pushing her 
other school work aside. She plans to 
cram for her upcoming International 
Baccalaureate tests due to her “hatred” 
of studying. 

  •  •  •  •  •

From May test preparation to warmer 
temperatures and the lure of outdoor 
activities, spring brings a variety of 
distractions for students to overcome. With 
an entire quarter to go plus final exams, 
the stakes are still quite high in terms of 
students’ grades and grade point averages. 

Ultimately, students must examine 
their individual priorities and find a 
balance that’s right for them. 

For Racey: he said he plans to juggle 
his time enjoying the outdoors with 
studying for his regular classes and 
the May AP Euro test. And once he’s 
finished with those, summer is just 
around the corner.  

difficult for some students to focus on 
their regular school work. 

Students must try to divide their 
time between focusing on these 
assessments and their regular school 
work, potentially affecting their course 
grades and their final exam scores. 

Racey, a junior enrolled in Advanced 
Placement European History, said he 
plans to focus more on his AP test this 
May, as it is more important to him 
than his regular course work. 

“Most of my time will be spent 
on the AP test, as it is geared more 

towards college,” Racey said. 
This college credit forces students 

to consider 
whether they 
should  try 
to study for 
their May 
tests in 
addition to 
their already 
existing 
school 
work or to focus solely on May test 
preparation, Racey said. 

courtesy laurie mcadam/mct

Sunscreen Strategy
with spring comes sun exposure. the skin cancer foundation recommends that 

anyone over the age of six months use sunscreen daily. 
Sunscreen containing SPF 15 is sufficient for those spending a few minutes here 

and there in the sun. however, if students spend a lot of time outdoors, they need 
stronger, water-resistant, beachwear-type sunscreen that holds together on their skin.

suncreens should be applied 30 minutes before sun exposure to allow the 
ingredients to fully bind to 

the skin. reapplication of 
sunscreen should occur 

every two hours of sun 
exposure, more often 

if active.  

To what do you most look forward  
for the upcoming summer break?

Math teacher  
dan rohrs 

“going some place 
like yellowstone  
or some place in 
the mountains. 

Freshman  
Anna Overmeyer 

“Surfing in  
australia with  

my best friends.” 

Sophomore 
Jack Taylor 

i would backpack 
and fly fish through-

out argentina  
and chile.” 

Senior  
Nikki Blevins 
“i would sleep  
a lot and be on  

the beach.”

Summer Plans

compiled by mcdaniel hartranft, photo illustration by carol hemmerly

Junior  
Josie Alford  

“building sand 
castles and 

swimming with 
dolphins in florida.” 
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BY SaRi ROYeR, ‘16

Highly anticipated movies,  
music and TV shows previewedEntertainment 

Game Of  
Thrones 

passion pit: 
Kindred

Season 6 of the series Game of 
Thrones debuts on April 21 and 
includes 10 new episodes. The series 
has created five seasons of adventure, 
drama and fantasy. Game of Thrones is 
about several noble families that fight 
for control over the land of Westeros 
and the Iron Throne. 

imaGe cOuRteSY HBO

The Avengers: 
Age of Ultron 

imaGe cOuRteSY maRveL StudiOS

Age of Ultron is the second 
Avengers movie to come out. The first 
was released in 2012. This movie will 
be released on May 1 and includes 
all of the same characters as the first 
installation including Thor, Captain 
America and Iron Man. It is a mix of 
action adventure and science fiction 
fantasy.  In this sequel, Iron Man tries 
to start-up a peace-keeping program 
but, when it doesn’t work, things take 
a turn for the worst. 

 On April 21, Passion Pit, the 
alternative dance and indie pop 
band, will release its third studio 
album, Kindred. The album is 
available for pre-order now. On 
Feb. 16, the band uploaded its 
lead single from the album onto its 
website, which has been renamed 
Kindredthealbum.com. 

The Age of Adaline, starring Blake Lively, is a highly anticipated movie set to 
come out on April 24. In it Adaline Bowman, played by Lively, is in an accident 
that causes her to not age, leaving her the age of 29 for over eight decades 
and living a life of isolation until she meets someone who is worthy of learning 
her secret and the key to ending her immortality.  This movie is a drama and 
romance; it is rated PG-13. 

The Age of Adaline 

Mumford and Sons 
On May 4,  Mumford and Sons will release its newest album, Wilder 

Mind. This is the third studio album for the band and the lead single 
“Believe” will be released on April 27. The band had six Grammy 
nominations for its first album, Sigh No More and its previous album, 
Babel, which was awarded Album of the Year in 2013.  

image courtesy of wikimedia commons

image courtesy wikimedia commons

image courtesy lakeshare entertainment 



A student walks away with a bag of chips and drink tucked away in his backpack. Many students allege that they have been accused of stealing lunch items at local restaurants.

by first last, ’14

by jenny jiao, ’16

Without a doubt, the best part 
of a student’s day is lunch. 
A 49-minute pause in the 

stress and boredom of school and a time 
to socialize and relax. Very little can 
dampen the ‘hype’ of catching up with 
friends, except the disgruntled restaurant 
worker scoffing as he serves you.

Local restaurants and food 
establishments have been 
treating students differently 
than adult customers. Many 
have been accused of stealing 
and allege they are not 
regarded with respect, despite 
them being a customer.

Sophomore Mandy 
Graver was falsely accused of 
shoplifting a pumpkin from 
Giant Eagle Market District  
at Kingsdale. 

“[My friends and I] went to the cash 
register to pay for the pumpkins, which 
is what you’re supposed to do,” Graver 
said. “As we put the pumpkins in the 
car, Officer Metcalf [asked] ‘Where 
is your receipt? Did you steal these 
pumpkins?’ and he was very suspicious.” 

Graver was not given a receipt upon 
checkout so she could not show a 
receipt to Metcalf. 

“[He] snapped and said that [I] 
needed a receipt and got really serious,” 

Graver said.
However, her two friends showed 

their receipts and Metcalf allowed 
Graver to leave. 

Graver said she did not appreciate 
the way the situation was handled. 

“No one really apologized and I feel 
like they should’ve because I didn’t do 
anything wrong,” Graver said. “They just 
accused me of [stealing]. It was offensive 
because I would never do that.”

Graver’s dissatisfaction with the respect 
she was given during this incident is a 
common perception held by the students 
of UAHS [see A Tangy Truth].

Shoplifting
A number of students have been asked 

to show receipts or paid stickers at Market 
District during their lunch hours. While 
some easily hand over their receipts, those 
who didn’t ask for a receipt are sometimes 
accused of shoplifting. 

Graver believes the system is flawed 
and leads to a more hostile environment.

“I don’t think it’s fair,” she said. “They 
have the sticker system but sometimes 
they forget to give them out and a lot of 
people our age don’t ask for receipts.”

However, Graver believes they target 
teenagers because there are students 
who shoplift from Market District.

“A lot of people actually do steal and 
take food upstairs,” Graver said. “But it’s 

not fair for everyone else that 
doesn’t. I know a lot of people 
who have been accused of 
stealing but didn’t.”

While Graver alleges 
students frequently steal  
from Market District, 
Principal Andrew Theado 
said there has been no report 
of theft recently. 

Market District declined an 
interview with Arlingtonian regarding 
this issue. 

Senior Matthew Colachis believes 
age plays a role in the accusations. 

“[Establishments] see us as high 
schoolers and high schoolers have a 
bad reputation,” Colachis said. “They 
often think we are stealing something 
and don’t trust people who look young.”

In Colachis’s experience, teenagers 
are more frequently asked about their 
receipts than adult customers. 

Yet, statistics show teenagers are not 

‘‘[The administration] would 
want you to be respectful 

of them and yes, we want them 
to be respectful towards you.”

Principal Andrew Theado

photo illustration by katherine wilburn

Satisfaction (noT) Guaranteed
Students feel disrespected at local restaurants
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necessarily the age group that steals 
most often.

According to the National 
Association for Shoplifting Prevention, 
approximately 25 percent of shoplifters 
are kids while the remaining 75 percent 
are adults. Additionally, researchers at 
the University of Florida found that 
middle-aged adults shoplift more than 
children. The 35-54 age group shoplifts 
the most, according to the study. 

While some, like Graver, believe 
these accusations are due to increased 
thefts by the teenage age group, others, 
like Colachis, see it as an unwarranted 
target on adolescents.

Misconduct
Not only have certain 

establishments allegedly accused 
innocent students of shoplifting, 
students have also reported that some 
places treat them with less respect than 
that given to other adult customers 
[see A Tangy Truth]. 

Junior Annie Murray agrees and 
believes it is due to a misconception 
that students are not appreciative. 

“I think its mainly because 
restaurant owners and servers think we 
don’t appreciate [their work] as much 
since we’re less mature,” she said. “So 
they don’t see the point in respecting 
us as much as adult customers.”

Murray sees this type of behavior in 
fine dining restaurants as well.

“Anywhere, even [in] fancy 
restaurants, people look at us and think 
maybe we will pay less or not tip as 
much,” she said. “They treat us less like 
a paying customer and more like people 
that they want to leave.” 

Graver said there is a double standard 
with how the school administration and 
management staff of the establishment 
reacts to inappropriate behavior. While 
students are punished by the management 
and/or school when they act recklessly, 
the restaurant is not penalized when their 
staff acts inappropriately. 

“Some people, when they get in 
trouble at Wendy’s or somewhere else, 
they have to write an apology to the 
place,” Graver said. “But when Wendy’s 
or some other place does something 

bad to us, they don’t apologize 
back.”

Furthermore, Murray said the 
disrespect can lead teenagers to act 
out or be more reckless in certain 
environments. 

“It’s a cycle. If they don’t treat 
us well, we will be reckless. If they 
were to treat us better, we would 
treat them better,” Murray said. “The 
reason we can get rowdy is because 
they don’t seem to care.”

Principal Theado has had reports 
of reckless or rude behavior at 
restaurants and agrees with Murray 
about there being two sides to the 
issue. 

“I would hope that since 
[students] are going to their 
establishment and providing them 
with business, they enjoy that we 
have open campus.” Theado said. 
“On the flip side, students need to 
be treating them with respect as 
well. It goes both ways.”

While many students think 
restaurants do not treat them as well 
as adults, Murray said there are some 
places with friendlier staff that do 
respect students. 

“Whole Foods, Jimmy Johns and 
some other places are more welcoming 
than Donatos and Market District,” 
she said. “They have good service where 
they treat us as well as anyone else.”

Murray explained that small details can 
make an environment more or less inviting.

“At Whole Foods, the workers are 
smiling, asking if you need help or 
just being friendly. They don’t seem 
to get annoyed when teenagers are all 
over the place and seem genuinely glad 
we’re there and giving them business,” 
Murray said. “It ’s small things like 
that that make the service there more 
welcoming for me.”

Solution
 
The current relationship between food 

establishments and the student body is 
weak, but can be improved. 

Principal Theado said one key issue is 
maintaining an open dialogue. 

“The communication piece could be 
better,” he said. “[With regards to the false 

accusations,] it’s not Giant Eagle’s fault 
and it’s not our fault; it looks like we just 
need a better communication.”

Principal Theado said the next step is 
to call Market District and have an open 
conversation to improve the relationship 
between the students and Market District.

“You assume a restaurant would be 
respectful to their customers but we could 
also address more specific [issues] with 
restaurants,” Theado said. 

Graver agrees that there needs to be a 
change.

“Maybe MD and the students should 
have a better relationship,” Graver said. 
“Instead of accusing people, watch to 
see who is stealing and not the people 
who are doing what they’re supposed to 
be doing.”

In short, Theado believes there can be 
improvements on both sides of the table.

“Ultimately, it goes both ways. You 
deserve the respect anyone else deserves at 
whatever establishment you go to,” Theado 
said. “[The administration] would want you 
to be respectful of them and yes, we want 
them to be respectful towards you.”  

A Tangy Truth
HAVE YOU EVEr 

bEEN ACCUSED Of 
STEAliNG?

DO YOU THiNk 
rESTAUrANTS 

TrEAT TEENAGErS 
AS WEll AS ADUlT 

CUSTOmErS?

87.5%

yes 

no

12.5%

16.9%

70.6%

yes

no

12.5% i don’t
 know

source: voluntary nov. 10 arlingtonian survey of 170 students
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District partners with  
EF Tours to offer students 
international travel options

images courtesy education first tours

ParisCulture

IcelandVenice

adventures
educational

by mcdaniel hartranft, ’17

ever feel like high school is a series of equations? Class 
+ Homework = Quiz. Quiz + Class = Test. 4 * Test + 
Class = Exam. Multiply that a couple times and that’s 

a course. Despite this recurring equation, other educational 
opportunities exist at UAHS.

During the spring and summer of 2016, the district has 
scheduled five trips to different parts of the world through 
Education First Tours (EF 
Tours). These tours are not 
the average family vacation; 
each trip is planned with the 
idea of cultural immersion, 
allowing students to not 
only see places firsthand 
but also to allow them to 
experience the destinations 
in a memorable way. 

IB coordinator Cynthia 
Ballheim, who oversees the 
UAHS trips through EF Tours, said, “You can read about a lot of 
places, but you can’t have the experiences unless you visit them.” 

EF Tours is a “company built on experiential learning, 
cultural immersion and authentic connections,” according to 
its website. The company partners “with educators across the 
world to create global education programs while blending 
classroom, digital and experiential learning for students.”

In its partnership with UA Schools, EF Tours will offer 
two trips to Peru in 2016. The Peru trips include a day at the 
ancient Inca site of Machu Picchu. In addition to this, the 
group will explore the Sacred Valley of the Incas, art, culture 
and service in Peru as they connect with Peruvian communities 
and work to support the economy and educate in the schools. 

Ballheim, who experienced the Peru trip during the summer 
of 2012, said, “The people have so little, but they are so happy.” 

For 2016, UA is offering five tours of varying costs. Two 
Summit trips are being 
offered: one in Iceland in 
the spring and the other in 
Europe in the summer. 

According to the EF 
Tours handbook, a Summit 
trip includes a focus on 
education with experts. 
The Iceland trip consides 
the future of energy, while 
the European trip explores 
human rights.

“World-renowned speakers and experts on the future of 
energy lead discussions and workshops to inspire and educate 
you. Past speakers have included Al Gore, Jane Goodall and Sir 
Ken Robinson,” the EF Tours handbook states.

The Iceland and Europe trips exercise social thinking skills, 
as well. 

“Working in small international teams, you will learn 

EF Tours include sightseeing with a full‑time, expert Tour Director, so students can not only learn about a culture, but also experience it firsthand. 

‘‘The option of worldwide travel 
is one of many steps our dis-

trict is taking to ensure our students 
remain on the cutting edge of 21st 
century education and the globally 
competitive marketplaces.”

Superintendent Paul Imhoff
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• lANGUAGE immErSiON TOUr |Traveling language immersion Tour 
in france: march 19-28 2016 - $3,705.

visit the louvre; meet an artist; admire the eiffel tower, have dinner with locals; 
go to a cooking class; run around the streets of paris on a scavenger hunt; tour 
notre dame, stay in paris three nights; stay in the city of nice for four nights. 
Group leader: Julia Voegt-brooking (jvbrooking@uaschools.org)

• GlObAl STUDENT lEADErS SUmmiT: THE fUTUrE Of ENErGY | 
iceland: march 19-28 2016 - $3,160.

explore iceland’s natural beauty; discover how iceland is taking the lead in renew-
able and sustainable energy; learn from world-renowned experts at the leadership 
conference. Group leader: Cynthia ballheim (cballheim@uaschools.org)

• SErViCE lEArNiNG TOUrS | Exploring Art, Culture and Service in 
peru: Spring and Summer 2016 - $2,925. 

visit cuzco; take a walking tour to a local marketplace; enjoy a weaving 
demonstration; teach at a local school; enjoy four sightseeing tours; take a 
train to machu picchu. Group leaders: lynn reese and laurie Sutherin 
(lreese@uaschools.org, lsutherin@uaschools.org)

• GlObAl STUDENT lEADErS SUmmiT: ExplOriNG HUmAN riGHTS | 
Artistic Expression in london and the Netherlands:  
June 18-28 2016 - $4,350.

take two walking tours around london; take an amsterdam bike tour; visit 
the anne frank house; travel to the hague for a leadership conference. 
Group leader: Nancy Volksen (nvolksen@uaschools.org)

• EDUCATiONAl TOUrS | italy and Greece: Summer 2016 - $2,915.*
*This tour is for middle school students. enjoy six sightseeing tours; visit sistine 
chapel, st. peter’s basilica; take a a ferry to greece; gaze at the colosseum; see 
the pompeii roman ruins. Group leader: Eric Wylie (ewylie@uaschools.org)

Travel

the design thinking process—a creative problem-solving 
technique used by companies like Apple and Google—and 
then use it to propose your own solutions to [the challenges 
explored during the Summit],” the EF Tours website states.

The trips not only provide cultural perspective, but some 
tours offer additional learning opportunities. The EF Tours 
website breaks down its “weShare”  platform, a program that 
focuses on project planning, experiential learning, post-trip 
reflection and a creative presentation.

“Students learn on a deeper level when what you’re teaching 
connects to their own lives,” EF Tours’ website states. “Our 
weShare platform makes sure that happens on tour. It taps into 
each student’s strengths and passions, helping them put a more 
personal lens on their experience. Post-tour presentations and 
videos give them a chance to reflect on and share what they’ve 
learned, and even earn high school or college credit.” 

Upper Arlington’s partnership with EF Tours shows the 
district’s commitment to prepare students for an increasingly 
global society, superintendent Paul Imhoff wrote in the 
district’s EF Tours brochure.

“Through collaboration with EF Education First, our 
students will have the opportunity to travel abroad with their 
teachers,” he wrote. “The option of worldwide travel is one of 
many steps our district is taking to ensure our students remain 
on the cutting edge of 21st century education and the globally 
competitive marketplaces.”

While some classes students take throughout their education 
in a public school can be reduced to a series of quizzes, tests and 
exams, the district’s partnership with EF Tours offers students a 
unique opportunity for cultural perspective.  

for more information on the 2016 trips, students can attend an April 15 
informational meeting in the UAHS auditorium at 6:30 p.m. the group 
leaders for individual trips are listed to the right; students should consider 
contacting these individuals directly for information regarding a specific trip.

The cost of each tour covers round‑trip flights on major carriers, comfortable motor coach trips, overnight stays in either hotels, cabins or houses (depending on the tour), ferry rides, 
meals, online education tools and many more accommodations.  

source:  upper arlington school district’s global classroom program

tours
upcoming

ua
2016
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The Magic of March
Columnist reflects on what makes the NCAA tournament so special

by cole pirwitz, ’16

What could be said to describe the NCAA 
tournament? March seems to be when everything 
springs back to life, and millions of people come 

together to watch three whole week of pure chaos.
Basketball has been part of my life forever. Along with 

playing it, I love watching. It’s a sport I love, but also hate at 
the same time. I’ve probably watched hundreds 
of hours of basketball, but there is something 
special about the NCAA tournament. Don’t get 
me wrong, I much prefer the NBA nine times 
out of ten compared to college basketball. I 
can’t stand watching how many kids go one and 
done, straight to the NBA. But that’s not for 
here or now. This is about going to the diaper 
dandies to cinderellas. From Dunk City to 
Coach K, Laettner to Steph to Hayward. It’s 
about survival of the fittest, and the pure chaos 
that ensues. 

For years I’ve watched, along with millions, 
the NCAA Tournament. Why wouldn’t I? 
I love to fill out brackets and have the most random teams 
going all the way. My favorites so far, was when my two 
championship teams both got eliminated in the first round. 
Great call, right? Even with my misfortunes in predicting the 
final outcomes, I was never disappointed. I have always been 
stuck to my T.V. (or my phone in class), following three games 
at once, rooting for the biggest of upsets to happen without 
busting my bracket. And when a team makes an improbable 
run, oh I would be rooting for them all the way. I catch this 
craze every year, and it takes over for a few weeks every March.

But why does all this madness matter? What makes the 

tournament so special? It’s the 
people who follow. And who 
are these people? Millions of 
people from around the nation. 
The craze of the tournament 
seems to take over the least likely 

of people, from the 
oldest grandma to 
the youngest child, 
they all seem to know 
what’s happening. Is it because of the the upsets? 
Sure, but it’s much more than that. The pride, 
the pageantry; the sheer passion that the players 
show while getting cheered on by a much more 
passionate fan base. I, for one, follow it game by 
game, staying up till one in the morning to see 
a game that I would never watch unless it was 
in the tournament. Millions fill out brackets, bet 
thousands of dollars and adapt a new team to cheer 
one for just one game. 

So, what is March Madness. The 68 best teams fighting it 
out to be called the best college basketball team? Yes—and 
no. March Madness emcompasses the heartache, the thrill, 
the love for competition. Student athletes battling out to 
advance while millions of people watch, hoping for some 
sort of hero to show their “magic” to the whole world. From 
buzzer beaters to the upsets. The tournament is watching 
one of the most simplistic sports in the world while slowly 
falling in love with it. From the pure craze to the pure 
dominant, a three week period in mid March will captivate 
millions. And that is the “Magic of March.”  

Winner Winner 
Chicken Dinner!
One meal shifts writer’s 
culinary expectations

it came unexpectedly.  Doesn’t it always 
though? The usual, cliché phrase 

“It-found-me” proved to be true. I don’t 
remember what day it was, or what the 
weather was like. All I remember was 
finding it. 

My family and I were driving down 
to South Carolina one summer, and we 

pulled over for lunch. The 
usual quarrel about where 
to eat took place. Not 
being able to stomach one 
more Big Mac, I decided 
to take charge. We drove 
around and surveyed our 
options: Arby’s, Wendy’s, 
Long John Silvers and 
Hardees. In simplest 
terms, the moment looked 
grim for me and my 
family’s taste buds. 

As we were about to 
give up, we saw a building. 
The unfamiliar structure had pale beige 
walls and a blue sign that read “Zaxby’s.” 

Without a word or a whine, 
we pulled into the parking 
lot, unknowing of what was 
to await us. As we walked in 
stretching out our wobbly 
road-trip exhausted legs, 
we were instantly greeted 
by the smell of the greatest 
food revolutionized by 
Mr. Colonel Sanders: fried 
chicken. My eyes jumped 
from chicken sandwiches to 
chicken on salads to chicken 
with crinkle fries. Yeah… I 
said crinkle fries. 

At that moment it happened. My eyes 
saw something that I couldn’t resist. I 

by mcdaniel 
hartranft, ’17
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journalism ii editorial cartoon

first World Decisions

journalism ii editorial

The district’s recent partnership 
with education first tours is 
one full of opportunities and 

excitement. the tours promise not only 
exposure to other lands and cultures, but 
also the educational enlightenment that 
comes with such experiences. 

despite this, many students and 
their families would struggle to fund 
the cost of these trips, some of which 
cost more than $4,000. because of 

this financial reality, the district needs  
to take an active role in providing 
financial assistance to open up these 
opportunities for the entire student 
body, not just the economically elite.

SCHOlArSHipS are one way in which 
the district could increase access to the 
tours. the district could partner with outside 
organizations, such as the pto or the alumni 
association, to set up several scholarships 
for students who meet criteria outlined by 
the scholarship committee. such scholarships 
would insure that those with true interest 

in a trip could access the opportunity, 
regardless of their family’s financial status.   

another way in which the school 
could insure that students have access 
to the trips could be through offering 
fUNDrAiSiNG opportunities. students 
interested in a trip could sell goods and/
or services organized by the district, with 
a portion of the proceeds going toward 
each participating student’s planned trip. 

not only would scholarships and 
fundraisers open up the trips for more 
students, but the district could also offer 
need-based GrANTS to offset the cost 
of the trips for struggling families. again, 
the district could partner with outside 
organizations affiliated with the school, 
such as the upper arlington education 
foundation, to help fund the trips for 
students in tight financial situations.

the district’s decision to partner with 
education first tours and offer students 
the opportunity of international travel 
should be applauded. the trips offer 
much more than just a fun adventure 
with friends. they offer students cultural 
enlightenment and perspective—and in 
this instance, it’s something that money can 
buy. merely offering these opportunities 
should be just the first step the district 
should take in insuring that students 
can take advantage of the educational 
enlightenment of such trips. the next step 
is to insure that every student who wants 
to experience these cultural opportunities 
actually can afford it.  

had never had this feeling before but, I 
knew I had to make the first move. “May 
I have the House Salad?” 

Dear Reader, hold back your sighs of 
disappointment because it was only a 
salad. It wasn’t just a salad. I don’t even 
like salads. The only reason I ordered 
this salad was because all of the previous 

McDonald’s cheeseburgers I had 
ingested that made me need something 
vaguely healthy. Thank goodness I did 
though, because it changed my world. 

I held my fork over the mountainous 
bowl with uneasiness, for they gave me 
grilled chicken instead of fried. Did you 
hear me? Instead of fried! My voyage 
started with a fork as I made my way 
through this uncharted food. Mixed 
greens, red cabbage, carrots, cucumbers, 
Roma tomatoes, cheddar and Jack 
cheese, fried onions and grilled chicken 
with Texas toast on the side. This was 
it. The one for me. I had been waiting 
my whole life, it seemed, to find a salad 
just for me. The juiciness of the chicken, 

the freshness of the tomato and the 
crunchiness of the fried onions basically 
had my head in the bowl.  If you haven’t 
jumped to conclusions yet, fried chicken 
and I share a special bond. I can always 
go for a Caniac from Canes or a family-
sized bucket from KFC, but Zaxby’s 
house salad: I would die for it. 

Much like most Nicholas Sparks books, 
my love story has a tragic ending. You see, 
Zaxby’s is only located in 18 states and 
Ohio isn’t one of them. It’s definitely hard 
but I get along OK. I have my good days 
and my bad days. Some call me a survivor, 
and I don’t disagree with them. I yearn for 
the summer and the long road trips that 
always lead me back to Zaxby’s.  

Traveling Troubles
District needs to offer financial aid to fund trips 

courtesy zaxby’s
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STAND UP AND CHEER.
Cheer loud and long for dear old Arlington.

www.arlingtonbank.com

Yes, it’s the opening chorus of our hometown alma mater.
But it also echoes the way a lot of Upper Arlington

 folks feel about their hometown bank. 
We take pride in being locally owned and locally operated.  

And we’ve been serving our friends and neighbors 
from Upper Arlington and beyond for more than sixteen years.

Stop in to one of our branches and 
find out what all the cheering is about.

Tremont Center
2130 Tremont Center 
Upper Arlington, OH 43221
614-486-9000

Grandview
1460 Grandview Ave
Columbus, OH 43212
614-486-0700

Reed Road
4621 Reed Road
Columbus, OH 43220
614-486-9600


